
English 3900 – September 3, 2015    

 

Plagiarism Definition Acknowledgment 
 

I understand and accept the following definition of plagiarism: 

 
1. It is plagiarism to copy another’s words directly and present them as your own without quotation marks and direct 

indication of whose words you are copying.  All significant phrases, clauses, and passages copied from another 

source require quotation marks and proper acknowledgment, down to the page number(s) of printed texts. 

2. It is plagiarism to paraphrase another writer’s work by altering some words but communicating the same essential 

point(s) made by the original author without proper acknowledgment.  Though quotation marks are not needed with 

paraphrasing, you must still acknowledge the original source directly. 

3. Plagiarism includes presenting someone else’s ideas or factual discoveries as your own.  If you follow another 

person’s general outline or approach to a topic, presenting another’s original thinking or specific conclusions as your 

own, you must cite the source even if your work is in your own words entirely.  When you present another’s 

statistics, definitions, or statements of fact in your own work, you must also cite the source. 

4. Plagiarism includes allowing someone else to prepare work that you present as your own. 

5. Plagiarism applies in other media besides traditional written texts, including, but not limited to, oral presentations, 

graphs, charts, diagrams, artwork, video and audio compositions, and other electronic media such as web pages, 

PowerPoint presentations, and postings to online discussions. 

My signature below indicates that I have read and do understand and accept the definition of plagiarism above and 

have reviewed and understand the accompanying Definition of Plagiarism handout, which contains examples and 

explanation of the various types of plagiarism listed above.  Further, my signature below indicates that I understand 

that in this English class, plagiarized work will be  presented to the MGA Student Conduct Officer for review, which 

may result in a formal hearing with institutional penalties if I am found guilty of plagiarizing.  I understand that 

expulsion from MGA is a possible outcome if I am found guilty of plagiarism.  I also understand that any clear, 

egregious, or substantial violation of any of the five types of plagiarism listed above will result in my receiving an 

automatic F for the entire course, not just the assignment in question.  

  
Print your name here:     Sign your name here: 
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